Pattern by: SotaCrafter
Materials
Crochet Hook I (5.5mm)
Any worsted weight yarn.
In photo: Red Heart Super Saver
Grey about 340 yds.
White about 250 yds.
Abbreviations
Sc - single crochet
Hdc - half double crochet
Color Change Tip
When it’s time to chain at the end of
the row, pull the new color through for
the ch 1 then start your next row. Be
sure to go back and tie the ends
together and weave in.

Notes
If you would like to adjust the width of this scarf you can easily by increasing or decreasing your
starting chain number. Just be sure to alternate your stitches to create the texture. If you end
your row with a sc, the first stitch of your next row is a hdc and vice versa. You can also adjust
the length to whatever works for you by adding or decreasing rows.
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The Pattern
With grey (or color of choice)
Row 1:Ch 27
Sc in 2nd ch from hook, hdc in next ch, repeat until end,
ch 1, turn (26)
Continue alternating stitches as you start a new row to
create the texture.
Row 2: *sc, hdc in next st* repeat ** to end, ch 1, turn
Row 3-69: Continue alternating sc and hdc in each row.
Always end with a ch 1, turn.
Row 70: sc, then hdc in next st, repeat to end, CHANGE
TO WHITE and ch 1, turn
Join with white
Continue the same alternating sc and hdc.
Work 70 rows in white.
Always end with a ch 1, turn.
On your last row, join with grey on your ch 1
Stripe section
You will work 72 rows in this section, alternating between grey and white.
Work 6 rows with grey, join white on the ch 1, cut grey leaving a tail to weave in.
Work 2 rows of white, join grey on the ch 1, cut white leaving a trail to weave in.
Be sure to tie your color changes.
Repeat Rows 1-8, 9 times, ending on white. Tie off, leave a long tail for sewing.
Whip-stitch row 1 and the last row together. Weave in all ends.
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